Abstract: CFD analysis on the MSW incinerator combustion chamber provides crucial insight on the thermal flow fields, but a difficulty arise from the boundary conditions on the waste bed in which the combustion is governed by complicated heat and mass transfer phenomena. Solid waste bed combustion models are constructed to predict the combustion process and corresponding generation of gas phase species by employing the submodels of homogeneous solid fuel particle combustion. And a strategy for simultaneous simulation of the waste bed combustion and the thermal flow fields in the furnace chamber is introduced, which would give more useful information on the effect of design and operation parameters.
INTRODUCTION
As environmental regulations become even tighter, minimization of pollutant emission has become a major concern in incinerators. Low pollution strategy for incinerator application can be simply summarized into two basic steps; 'good combustion' in the furnace chamber and effective destruction/removal of pollutants in the flue gas treatment devices. Since the optimized combustion in the chamber destroy most of the products of incomplete combustion(PICs) in spite of inhomogeneous waste properties, it has the first priority that should be considered in all processes of design, operation and management for incinerators. But engineering approaches on the combustion chamber are rather limited due to the complicated phenomena of waste combustion and thermal flow fields with reactions, Typical combustion chamber of a MSW incineration plant is shown in Figure 1 . Through the feeder, bulk of waste is supplied on the grates. Waste is spread forming a bed over the grates which are composed of several moving and fixed parts to improve the mixing of the waste. The bed is usually inclined to 20~30 degrees to help the gravity feeding of the waste. Primary air is supplied from below the grates with flow rate distributions according to the grate position. Secondary air is injected at the end of the primary combustion chamber to destroy PICs. Good combustion performance of the waste is governed by the effectiveness of the bed combustion on the grates and the mixing in the combustion gas flow fields, which can be controlled by design and operation variables.
Although combustion or flow field studies have not been neglected in previous incinerator studies, direct measurements in the combustion chamber are hard to come by. Santos measured the temperature and chemical species distribution 1m above the grates and predicted overall combustion status of the waste from the measurement data [1] . Choi et al. measured temperature distribution along with stack emission data according to operation conditions such as secondary air injection method and compared with CFD results to figure out its effect on mixing and reaction [2] . Nasserzadeh et al. developed a method of measuring gas residence time from each grate section by injecting CH4 and investigating CO2 variation at the chamber exit, which was named pseudo-random binary signal tracer technique [3] . Reduced scale models were often used to supplement limited experimental data from full scale plants [4, 5] .
Application of CFD to the gas flow in the combustion chamber has been a favorite topic of research [6] [7] [8] . It is to predict the flow fields according to the design and operation variables, such as chamber configuration and secondary air injection schemes. Though CFD can generate a full set of information on flow velocity, temperature, species concentration and so on, its validity is often not readily accepted. Computational codes are not free from selection of flow (or turbulence) models and numerical uncertainties including the grid dependency. However, inherent limitation of gas flow modeling is related with the inlet flow conditions. Since the waste combustion governs generation of gas species and temperature distribution in the primary chamber, it is essential to develop a method to combine the gas flow modeling with the waste bed combustion model.For studies of waste bed combustion, direct measurements in the waste bed have not been reported. Instead, experiments in simplified conditions were conducted by Rogers et al. [9] and Shin et al. [10] using the packed bed of simulated wastes, which provided information on the overall progress of combustion of the bed of fuel particles. Simple modeling studies were also conducted which neglected heat and mass transfer in the bed. Ahmed et al. predicted the drying and pyrolysis of a waste bed [11] . Kim et al. developed a zero-dimensional model which calculated the degree of combustion of the waste mass [12] . Above mentioned studies used one-step Arrhenius type kinetics submodel for devolatilization and char combustion. Swithenbank proposed an idea to simulate the waste bed combustion and corresponding changes [13] . Shin and Choi developed a one-dimensional model with improved heat transfer modeling and compared the results to their experimental data from the packed bed combustion [10] . Some of the typical simplication of the bed combustion models are: the waste bed is assumed as a continuum of one fuel or a layer of homogeneous fuel particles without mixing effect, and the combustion modeling adopted existing submodels of the coal combustion.
This study is to present the combined model of waste bed combustion and computational fluid dynamics which can give understandings on the relation between the thermal flow fields of the gas inside the furnace and the characteristics of the waste bed combustion on the grates. For this purpose, current development and progress of two models are summarized and its coupling strategy is proposed.
WASTE BED COMBUSTION MODEL
Municipal solid wastes are the mixed fuel of food, paper or wood, polymers such as plastics and rubbers and other miscellaneous combustibles or incombustibles. Combustion of these mixed waste is usually explained in the similar manner as in the coal; drying, devolatilization and char burn-out. But non-homogeneity of composition and properties, as well as complicated heat and mass transfer in the bed make analytic approach difficult. It appears that numerous assumptions and simplifications on the system and boundary conditions are inevitable.
The concept of Shin and Choi's 1-dimensional model [10] is shown in Fig. 2 . Waste is assumed as homogeneous solid fuel particles having uniform chemical composition and particle size. Its bed is treated as a sequentially stacked pile of 1-dimensional column layers by neglecting the heat transfer in horizontal direction and the mixing effects by grate movements. Each column layer experiences onedimensionally progressing combustion as schematically shown in the right side of Fig. 3 . This column layer is subdivided into a number of cells so as to enable finite difference computation. Then, the horizontal position(x) on the grates can be transformed into the time elapsed after introduction into the bed(t). In real furnace environment, variations of radiation intensity and primary air supply rate would be given as functions of position(x). To calculate the radiative heat flux from the chamber to the bed, a certain type of chamber temperature needs to be predicted from CFD or assumed. For a particular cell of one dimensional column, conduction with adjacent cells, convection with the gas which are partly the supply air and partly the combustion gas, and radiation from the chamber or between each cells are considered. Solid and gas phase are a coexistent continuum having one uniform temperatures in the corresponding subdivision cell of the considered zone.
The discretized energy conservation in a control volume of jth cell in a column layer becomes, for the waste;
and for the gas; Table 1 briefly summarizes sub-models adopted for heat transfer and reaction processes used in the 1-dimensional bed model. 2-flux method is applied for the radiation heat transfer in the bed. Models for Nusselt number in convection and physical properties such as surface area, void fraction, conductivity and specific heat followed the procedure in previous studies on packed bed system of coal particles. Evaporation of moisture is modeled in two ways; mass transfer below 373K and boiling at 373K. Volatile from the solid fuel was assumed as CxHy which undergoes irreversible 2-step reaction to CO and CO 2 . Char combustion is modeled as oxidization of fixed carbon to CO 2 , and reaction with CO 2 and H 2 O are not considered. Fuel combustion kinetics is borrowed from the results on the wood and coal combustion. Also note that the model considers the volumetric change of particles and subsequent bed height changes according to the progress of waste combustion.
Bed Temperature (  o C)   15  14  13  12  11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1   1327  1240  1152  1065  978  909  803  715  627  540  452  365  277  190 Temperature and chemical species distribution of the waste and gas phase in the bed are the results of this modeling, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 . After introduced into the combustion bed, upper part of the bed begins to evaporate by radiation. Devolatilization follows evaporation and initial heat-up, and the flame is formed by volatile reaction which heats the bed upto 1300°C. Ignition propagates into the bed with a constant slope. At or near the bed position of x=6m, release of moisture and volatiles from waste particles is finished. Fig.  4 shows the temperature and oxygen concentration of the gas escaping the bed. Predicted concentration shows oscillations and steeper changes according to x, mainly because horizontal mass transfer of gas phase and mixing effect by grate movements are not considered in the model. The irreversible reaction of volatiles may also contribute to the inaccuracy in chemical species distribution, since water-gas shift reaction(CO+H 2 O ↔ CO 2 +H 2 ) dominates near the top of the bed [1, 9] . However, computational investigation of overall process of the waste combustion governed by heat and mass transfer in the bed was made possible by introducing a series of simplifying assumptions.
GAS FLOW MODEL
Application of computational fluid dynamics(CFD) has become a common pratice to interpret the incinerator combustion chamber. CFD generates detailed information on the flow field temperature, and concentration of chemical species, most of which are not readily obtainable through direct measurements. Fig. 5 shows an example of temperature, oxygen, gas flow velocity distribution and time-averaged streamlines. Visualization using contours, vectors, streamlines or iso-surfaces is usually applied to help interpret the flow field easily.
.Simulation methods determine the accuracy of CFD results, which include grid structure, boundary conditions, Since the flow fields are consisted of a number of identifiable gaseous species, which experience chemical reactions with strong turbulence interaction in the hot environment, a series of subprocess models are required for heat transfer(specially radiative heat transfer), turbulence and chemical reaction. To avoid severe computational burden, standard k-e model for turbulence and Magnussen model for turbulent gaseous reactions were selected. In the radiative heat transfer model, effects of CO2 and H2O in the gaseous emission had to be incorporated. Grid system must be 3-dimensional since the flow fields experience strong 3-dimensionality, specially in case of jet arrays of secondary air. 2-dimensional grid system would treat those jets as plane jet and lead to significant error in estimating the penetration depths and evaluating the mixing performance. Grid should contain sufficient cells between the secondary air nozzles. At least 50,000 cells for a chamber having simple geometry would be recommended. In the case of Fig. 5 , 61×77×21(=90,951) cells were used for the half volume of a furnace chamber using the symmetric boundary condition.
One of the most difficult problems arises from the boundary condition, which is how to estimate reliably the products of waste combustion on the grates. Various methods have been suggested in previous numerical studies. Reactions are not terminated in the waste bed due to the lack of mixing of volatiles and PICs with oxygen although the overall excess air ratio is larger than 1. And gaseous reactions continue in the primary and secondary combustion chamber. Fig. 6 suggests one simple way to solve this problem by adopting the concept of a 0-dimensional waste bed modeling. Heat and mass transfers in the bed were neglected and only overall transfers to/from the waste bed are taken into account by dividing the waste bed into several grate sections. Radiation with the chamber should be considered due to its significant effect on heat transfer. Wastes of CxHyOz react with primary air to produce major gas species and release its heating value. Only 4 major gas species of CO 2 , H 2 O, O 2 , N 2 are considered in the flow field, by assuming a complete combustion in the bed. Otherwise, CxHy or CO would be generated along with CO 2 as a result of incomplete combustion. By assuming the drying and combustion ratio on each of the virtual grate section, conditions for CFD can be calculated while meeting overall heat and mass balance. Experimental data above the grates such as ref. [1] would be useful to determine those ratios. But it is manifest that this method is still very arbitrary since all results are governed by those values assumed. Table 2 listed an example of boundary conditions used in computation of the flow fields shown in Fig. 5 . Waste contains 38% moisture and 18% ash with the combustible of CH 2.5 O 0.6 . For the given underfire air flow rates, combustion and evaporation ratio on six grate sections were assumed as shown. 75% of moisture was evaporated in the grate section #1 and #2, and 85% of combustibles react with oxygen in section #2~4. Complete combustion to CO 2 and H 2 O without any PICs was assumed for simplicity. For radiative heat flux, temperature of the chamber was assumed to be 1300K. Temperature, chemical speices and velocity distribution were calculated. Through the radiative heat transfer to the gaseous flame and the furnace chamber walls, grate section Other input conditions : no generation of PICs, Tchamber for radiation=1300K #1 and #6 are heated up and the other sections are cooled down. Maximum temperature was 1630K in the grate section #3. It is higher than in the real case because of the assumption of complete combustion. Though the accuracy is not proven, CFD results can be further applied to quantitative analysis for flow performance [14] . It is very useful to evaluate flow uniformity, mixing efficiency, gas residence time and so on by relative case studies for design improvements. For example, tracking massless particle path from certain postions as shown in Fig.5(d) gives a time-averaged residence time distribution. One can easily compare these residence time distribution with the regulatory requirement of more than 2 seconds in the secondary combustion chamber.
COUPLING STRATEGY FOR A COMBINED BED COMBUSTION AND GAS FLOW MODEL
Although modeling assumptions still impose limitations, waste bed combustion model explained here can provide the boundary condition for the grates. The model can simulate ignition and propagation of the waste combustion in the waste bed through the prediction of various heat transfer and reactions. When combined with CFD, velocity, temperature and chemical species of combustion gas from the waste bed can be calculated by the model as shown in Fig. 5 . In return, CFD produces radiation heat flux to the waste bed, and that is the most important input condition to commence drying and devolatilization of the waste bed, as summarized in Fig.  7 . To couple these two models, the waste combustion model can be treated as a subroutine of CFD. Using commercial CFD codes is an easy way since the codes now support userdefined subroutines. For stability of numerical computation, it seems adequate to initiate the model after reaching the stable flow fields. Simple boundary conditions suggested in Fig. 6 would be useful as an initial value. On every or certain number of iteration, then, waste combustion subroutine is called and boundary conditions are updated. As a result, temperature and chemical species distributions etc. both in the bed and in the flow fields can be acquired simultaneously.
This combined method would be very useful to investigate the changes in design and operating variables. Waste feed rates, waste qualities and primary air distribution affects the progress of the waste combustion directly. Chamber configuration is also an important variable since it determines the shape factor of radiative heat flux. These studies were very restricted in conventional CFD, because it cannot couple waste combustion with those conditions directly. Optimization of combustion control can be preformed through these simulations. However, the combined method proposed here still have many limitations due to the current capability of CFD and the waste bed model. For example, prediction of pollutant destruction such as CO is not accurate since the model for turbulent gas phase reaction has limited accuracy. And effects of local changes in waste properties or grate movement can not be evaluated since the bed combustion modeling assumed homogeneous bed without grate mixing effect.
CONCLUSION
To develop an effective way of evaluating flow performance for low pollution, both waste combustion in the bed and flow fields must be investigated simultaneously. But current understanding on the waste combustion is limited due to the complicated mechanisms of heat and mass transfer with heterogeneous combustion. It restricts the validity of CFD results in which waste combustion is the most important input condition. To overcome this limitation, a method to combine two models was proposed. Waste bed combustion model assumes the progressively moving waste layer over the grate as a packed bed of homogeneous fuel particles as a simplification. Progress of combustion which follows drying, devolatilization and char burn-out can be predicted by calculating heat and mass transfer. When coupled with CFD in the form of a subroutine, it provides boundary conditions such as temperature and species distribution over the grate. And it receives radiative heat flux from CFD. By this method, interaction of waste combustion and the flow fields can be understood. Application of this method to real plants with experiments is necessary to validate and improve detail models in the future. 
